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Edith Wharton was born in 1862 into a social class and culture that upheld 
bourgeois courtship, marriage, and family structure. According to biographer Hermione 
Lee, “By upbringing, class and temperament she was a cultural elitist, who believed in 
the highest standards” (171). Wharton’s childhood, spent between New York and Europe, 
was one of refinement, cultural appreciation, and careful instruction in manners. Social 
expectations of the time were strict and young girls were expected to be seen, not heard, 
until their coming out after which they would proceed to marriage as quickly as possible. 
Prevented from attending school, Wharton was largely self-taught, with the support and 
assistance of her father. Her writing abilities, which she began to develop at a young age, 
would inevitably become the part of her childhood that translated most readily to the 
rapidly changing society of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. During 
Wharton’s lifetime, American society underwent the Civil War, women’s suffrage, the 
Great Depression, World War I, and the increased accessibility of divorce. While all 
these events greatly impacted society, divorce affected social expectations of courtship, 
marriage, family structure, gender roles, and childrearing simultaneously like no other 
historical event. One researcher notes, “When Wharton was a child, divorce was 
unthinkable, but by…1913, the practice had become more widespread and socially 
acceptable” (Singley 69-70). For Wharton, herself a divorcee by 1913, divorce was of 
particular interest in her novels about upper class American society.    
As divorce became more common, American society struggled to understand how 
the redefined views of courtship, marriage, family, and childhood fit into twentieth-
century society. While social expectations continued to discourage divorce in the upper 
social classes, the growing number of partners seeking escape from their marriages 
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brought attention to issues that followed in the wake of divorce courts. While traditional 
marriage views were most called into question with greater access and acceptance for 
divorce, many other traditionally held beliefs about family and childrearing also began to 
face questions. In an effort to preserve some of the traditional social expectations of 
family life, divorces involving children continued to receive more criticism even after 
more frequent spousal separation became accepted.  
Wharton herself was not immune to this mindset. At first glance, certain Wharton 
novels can be read as parables of the devastating effect of divorce on children. A 
contemporary reviewer of The Children commented that “Mrs. Wharton’s sermon is: the 
plight of children of divorce may become an insolvable problem—hence, see that it does 
not arise” (Lauer 452). This reading, however, is a bit simplistic. Though the child 
characters of Wharton’s novels are few, childhood is a theme throughout many of her 
novels. Many of her notable adult characters spend a period reflecting on their childhood 
experiences when attempting to gain a better understanding of their current state in life. 
At the time of Wharton’s writing, Freud had gained attention for his work on memory, 
especially in regards to memories of childhood. By the twentieth century, authors began 
to realize the impact of childhood on adult life and incorporate memories of childhood 
into their stories. When reflecting on the use of childhood memory in fiction, one 
commentator notes, “Literature offers an impressively large body of evidence about adult 
memories of childhood….Literary memories of childhood are generally driven by a sense 
of their value rather than by the pursuit of accuracy” (Martens 9, 12). Wharton utilized 
the childhood memories of her adult characters to comment on the state of family and 
marriage before and during this period of upheaval in American society. While her child 
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characters are only able to comment on being raised by divorced parents, the childhood 
memories of her adult characters allow her to expand this commentary. The reflections of 
adults include experiences of growing up in a traditional family and how such 
experiences shaped their adult opinions of marriage and parenting. By combining the 
reflections of both adult and child characters, Wharton is able to provide a longitudinal 
perspective on changing family dynamics especially in regards to the introduction of 
divorce.  
By incorporating the memories of adult characters, Wharton can address the 
following question: is divorce the cause of the inadequate parenting of Paul Marvell in 
The Custom of the Country and the Wheater children in The Children? At first glance, it 
is easy to place the blame for the parenting issues that arise in Wharton’s novels on the 
traumatic divorces these children undergo. A closer reading of the novels, however, 
suggests that while these children suffer from the inadequate parenting provided by the 
older generation, poor parenting is not a recent phenomenon confined to families that 
experience divorce. Unhappy marriages and ignored children occurred in previous 
generations, but it was not until divorce courts that they were brought to the attention of 
the public. Through the reflections of adult characters, Wharton explores the issues of 
parenting that arose prior to and independent of the increase of divorces.      
In this thesis, Chapter One presents an overview of how marriage and family were 
viewed in American society during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century from 
the perspective of popular ladies’ magazines. While the articles range from courtship 
advice to childrearing, these magazines present a portrait of the social expectations and 
common attitudes of the world in which Wharton lived and wrote. These ladies’ 
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magazines perceived the threat of divorce to traditional marriage and family structures. 
Therefore, they struck back against such an invasion with huge numbers of opinion 
pieces targeting the increased incidents of divorce. These magazine articles provide the 
reader with a background portrait of American society before moving into Wharton’s 
novels.  
The following two chapters will provide a close reading of two Wharton novels in 
which marriage, children, and divorce are pivotal themes. In The Custom of the Country 
(1913), Paul Marvell presents a pitiable image of a child dragged across the world by his 
mother’s continual remarriages. However, while Paul waits until the final chapter to 
finally have his own voice, his parents Undine Spragg and Ralph Marvell reminisce about 
their childhoods early in the novel. Wharton uses the memories of the adult characters 
and the current reality of Paul Marvell to describe American childhood prior to and 
following the introduction of divorce. The final chapter of the thesis will focus on The 
Children (1928), a later Wharton novel which presents more children characters than any 
previous writing. This novel centers on the lives of these children following the numerous 
divorces of their parents. Wharton employs the use of childhood memories by adults to 
an extent, but the novel predominately focuses on the present struggles of the Wheater 
children. In these novels, a closer examination of the memories of the adult characters 
reflecting on their childhoods combined with the observations of child characters, 
provides interesting insight into Wharton’s perspective on American childhood, both in 




Chapter I: Family, Marriage, and Children in Edith Wharton’s America 
When Wharton began writing, the ideas of marriage and proper family life were 
set by strict social expectations. However, beginning in the late nineteenth century, these 
social expectations began to go through a period of upheaval as more widespread divorce 
entered American society. With prevailing views of marriage and family being 
threatened, many began to speak out angrily against this new trend. These activists 
assumed the responsibility of educating society on the benefits of insoluble marriages, the 
need for a nuclear family structure, and the importance of children being raised by two 
married, stable parents. As historians and sociologists examine this period in American 
history, one of the most telling examples of how marriage, family, and children were 
viewed can be found in the popular ladies magazines of the time. At the turn of the 
century:  
Women’s magazines flourished, supported by advertisers’ increasing efforts to 
target female customers. Tracking the nation’s history through the narratives of 
benevolent corporations and patriotic consumers, advertisements and editorial 
content marshaled the past to justify magazine’s own commercial intrusions into 
the private space of the home. (Westkaemper 19)  
 Ladies Home Journal, Good Housekeeping, and Godey’s Ladies’ Book are three 
of these influential publications that were utilized by religious leaders, political figures, 
and activists to bolster support for the continuation of the traditional social ideals. For 
many women, these publications played a huge role in how they remained informed 
about the world and formed opinions in the rapidly changing society. Since these 
publications targeted women, most of the content focused on the main roles of women in 
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society: marriage and family life. The magazines focused on celebrating these areas of 
female life and portraying the “romantic and domestic roles [of women] as timeless” 
(Westkaemper 19). 
Mostly popular during the late nineteenth century, Godey’s Lady’s Book began 
publishing slightly before Wharton began her writing career. The magazine distributed 
stories, poems, and essays, with special consideration given to those written by female 
authors. Ladies’ Home Journal was first published in 1883 and would eventually became 
one of the leading women’s magazines in the United States. Publications included 
advertisements, advice pages, and articles ranging from family to marriage to the political 
climate of the time. Good Housekeeping, primarily a publication for housekeeping rather 
than social commentary, was first published in 1885 and continues to be published today. 
This magazine combined recipes and housecleaning tips with opinion pieces on 
childrearing and marriage etiquette interspersed throughout the years leading up to and 
throughout the twentieth century. Together, these three magazines offer interesting 
insights into the social views of marriage and family from the mid- nineteenth century 
into the early twentieth, the range of Wharton’s life and writing career.   
Most writings about marriage were done within the context of the rising rates of 
divorce sweeping the United States. With the creation of “easy divorces” that could be 
gained in the Western states, magazine writers took it upon themselves to begin 
addressing marriage in terms of preventing future divorces. This writers included 
housewives, Christian ministers, and even lawyers and judges. For many, this meant that 
individuals should not enter into marriage without a realistic view of this state of life. 
Gone were the days when individuals, especially women, should be allowed to enter into 
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marriage without realistic expectations of everyday life. The writers worried that 
marriage was seen as a romantic state of companionship and individuals were entering 
into it with little to no preparation for the day-to-day realities. After proceeding over 
hundreds of divorce suits, a judge commented that, “For every other occupation, for 
every other profession, there has been preparation. A doctor, a lawyer is expected to have 
had years of study and training…but any sort of a person, with no qualifications at all 
required, has been permitted a license to practice matrimony” (Daggett 108). As divorce 
became more accessible, it became increasingly important that parties enter this state of 
life with a concrete understanding rather than a romanticized ideal. A writer for The 
Ladies Home Journal wisely noted, “Do not fall in love, but walk into it with your eyes 
wide open. Then there will be fewer divorces” (“My Idea” 4). Multiple other writers 
agree: “It is not right to wait until marriage follows before trying to learn all that is 
possible about each other…each should strive earnestly to study the other’s likes and 
dislikes, and in a reasonable measure to conform to the peculiarities each possess” 
(“Family Government” 290). By keeping the expectations of marriage realistic, writers 
hoped to prevent divorces in the future by preparing young people. By presenting 
marriage realistically, these writers hoped to prevent future divorces since, with such 
increased accessibility, it was much easier to escape the bonds of marriage if one or more 
parties felt so inclined.  
While many magazine writers concerned themselves with marriage in terms of the 
union between a man and a woman, other writers addressed another crucial concern of 
marriage: children. While the immediate individuals involved in the marriage are 
important, the addition of children adds more complexities to this state of life. While the 
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relationship between spouses is not to be ignored, sociologist John Sirjamaki states in his 
overview of the twentieth century:    
The major function of the family…exists to satisfy not the needs of the spouses 
but rather those of offspring. At birth and for long thereafter the human infant is 
helpless to supply by himself the requirements of his body. It must therefore 
depend upon others for his care and sustenance. This requires, of course, a stable 
relationship with certain adults through a protected period until the child has 
reached maturity, which makes the family an urgent necessity. (Sirjamaki 6) 
When children enter the picture, the roles of spouses change and assume new 
responsibilities.  In most situations, “The domestic family was organized around a clear 
division of labor between husband and wife and around child-raising strategies that 
involved explicit socialization to distinct class values and practices” (Coontz 34). The 
role of spouses in the raising of good, virtuous children came under debate as society 
struggled with the increase in divorces, single parent households (by choice), and 
remarriages. Advocates for the preservation of marriage took advantage of women’s 
magazines to push less acceptance for divorce, preaching the vast benefits to society, 
couples, and children if parents remained married. They focused on the distinction of the 
father and mother in a household and the benefits this brought the family as a whole. 
These descriptions found in The Ladies’ Home Magazine could border on poetic:  
In every well-ordered household the man will defer to the woman and the woman 
will defer to the man, and there will be a good deal of domestic reciprocity that 
will admit to being pleasantly illustrated by what is known in astronomy as binary 
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stars, wherein each member of a stellar couplet bends to the other and revolves 
about the other. (Parkhurst 15) 
The idea that the father and mother each adopted distinct roles also contributed to 
these writers’ insistence that society should come down harshly on those who choose to 
take advantage of the increasingly easy means of divorce. A Reverend Parkhurst states, 
“The mistake which a man makes in trying to be womanly, and the far more frequent 
mistake which a woman makes in trying to be manly, springs from the assumption that it 
requires the elements of but a single sex in order for the production of all-round 
character” (Parkhurst 15). The concept that the best means of raising a child result from 
the attentions of both father and mother had been assumed by bourgeois society, but the 
increased threats to married life resulted in these beliefs becoming stricter. The focus on 
the cooperation between the distinct roles of two adults within the family became 
common themes. Typical is an article entitled Mothers’ Mistakes and Fathers’ Failure 
that comments on the importance of both parents in the household:  
The most successful father will be the one who, seeing the necessity that the 
father-life and the mother-life shall each fill its own particular place in the home-
life; who, thoughtfully considering and thoroughly realizing the place the mother-
life holds, will wisely study to comprehend his own best relation and his true 
place within the family circle. (Brown 32) 
Together, the feminine and masculine roles played by the married couple are 
presented as the best preservers and assurance that the household will run smoothly and 
the children will receive the best benefits a family can offer.  
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 Not only did these writers focus on the benefits that a traditional family can 
provide the children, but they also went so far as to suggest children would be morally 
and socially deficient without the presence of both parents. Without both parents present, 
the writers believed it would be difficult for children to receive the necessary care from 
the distinct role of each parent. Since the social norm of the time was that the father and 
mother each operated in a distinct sphere, a lack of the presence of one parent would be 
detrimental to the upbringing of a child. For the mother, her distinct sphere lay 
predominately in the area of child-rearing, specifically the forming of a child’s moral 
character: “For all the domestic discipline comes back at last to the personality of the 
mother. Most children will be good if they have a good mother” (Hodges 22). It was 
important for mothers to rise to the occasion of being the height of morality for their 
family: doing so, they become a role model for the children, “rather than a stumbling-
block in the way of all” (Gibbons 6). Another writer states, “In the early years, when 
character is forming, nothing can take the place of the mother’s constant companionship” 
(Kingsland 6). The importance of the mother in the early life of her children is a constant 
theme throughout the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century. The idea that 
children could flourish without their mothers’ constant attention and dedication was 
unheard of in Wharton’s youth. For many, the mother served as the first teacher and 
guidepost for children’s upbringing (Kingsland 6).  
However, while this pressure was intense, there were many other ideas of the time 
that presented another important figure in the formation of children: the father. A 
Reverend Parkhurst notes, “However complete a woman may be as a mother there are 
qualities of character which the father will communicate to his children that the mother 
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will be less able to do as well as less intended to do” (15). He continues to state that 
although mothers play a key role in the household and in child-rearing, to discount the 
importance of fatherhood does a disservice to the family, especially the children. He 
reflects that: “When it comes to the matter of developing in the children their young 
possibilities of manhood and womanhood the father, as well as the mother, has a constant 
and indispensable part to play” (Parkhurst 15). Though many in society may see the role 
of the father to be the provider of all material things for his children, the Reverend 
Parkhurst believes that limiting the influence of fatherhood to provision does not allow 
the man to play enough of a role in the lives of his children. Other writers agree, stating 
that this role of providing for the material needs of the family is, “merely the background 
of his fatherhood” (Brown 32). While the narrative of separate parental roles continued to 
be promoted, one writer states that while their roles are distinct, “There is much a mother 
can have which a father cannot, but there is one thing that they can [both] have, and that 
is comradeship with their sons and daughters” (Brown 32). Both parents, by fulfilling 
their roles as parents, will gain the affection of well-raised children who recognize the 
immense benefits their parents have provided them through the preservation of the 
traditional family.  
American society in the late nineteenth century saw a secondary benefit of 
preserving marriage that extended beyond the nuclear family. The writers saw the 
preservation of marriage and traditional family values as an important means of ensuring 




Parents attend not only to the physical needs of their young, however, but train 
them also for the society and culture in which they have their being...as they grow 
up, they are indoctrinated in the ways of the group and provided with a basic 
character training which enables them to live comfortably in it. (Sirjamaki 6) 
So long as traditional standards of marriage were preserved, parents would most 
likely continue to raise children with the same expectations of marrying and raising 
children in accordance with the received social standards. Because the family possessed 
this power to help mold society, “The state’s real concern is not the happiness of the 
husband and the wife, but the welfare of the children… [it is the] right of the community 
to be concerned with the proper rearing of the children who form its future citizens” 
(Johnston 30-31). The bourgeois expectations of the time required that society abide by 
strict codes of conduct, and therefore, it relied on parents to uphold these standards within 
the home. Without parents willing to uphold these expectations, the children would 
possess no transmitted beliefs in the necessity of proper conduct. Therefore, it was not 
uncommon that writers would use the necessity of traditional marriage as a way of 
ensuring that social expectations would continue to be uphold. This type of parental 
responsibility had been taken for granted for decades in American society, but in the late 
nineteenth and into the twentieth century, newly accepted social practices began to 
threaten its stability.  
What happens when divorce becomes available, and the nuclear family of two 
parents and children begins to break down? While the majority of couples continued to 
remain married, “divorce figures in the States doubled between 1880 and 1900, and by 
1920 had more than doubled again” (Lee 24). As divorce began to become increasingly 
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accepted in society, people realized that this social change would affect marriages and the 
gender specific roles within families. As society struggled with this new difficulty, 
“Divorces were increasing; perhaps one marriage in 10 contracted in the early 1890s 
would end in divorce and one in 6 by the late 1910s” (Macleod 15). William Johnson, 
writing in Good Housekeeping, expressed a common reaction to divorces that involved 
children: “The separation of two childless persons who cannot get along together—in my 
opinion, at least—matters very little to anyone but themselves. But when the parents of 
children are divorced, when a home is broken up, it is entirely different. The home is the 
foundation of civilized life” (31). While initially many divorces occurred between 
childless couples, the impact of parental separation on children was not always the 
overwhelming focus. However, as divorce statistics rose and the number of children 
affected grew, critics realized that combating this new trend by promoting the protection 
of children was a crucial strategy for increasing social outrage.   
This was the world in which Wharton was raised and began her writing career. A 
product of a generation that believed strongly in the idealized marriage between two 
spouses and the nuclear family, it is not surprising that the social changes surrounding 
marriage, divorce, and the changing shapes of the family became such a large theme in 
her novels. While Wharton did not have a good relationship with her mother, a successful 
marriage, or any children of her own, she created stories that centered on themes of 
marriage, divorce, and the changing family dynamics. Her novels incorporate this theme 
of the impact of divorce on children, which is the focus for this paper. Her most 
outspoken works surrounding the topic of children and divorce include The Children and 
The Custom of the Country. When these novels were published, commentators 
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immediately noticed the negative portrayals of divorces’ impacts on children. Wharton 
uses characters in all stages of life, children and adults, to highlight the role of children in 
the family, different ideas of parenting, and how divorce impacted how children were 
parented.   
In both these novels, Wharton presents two styles of parenting: the two parent 
households led by a married couple versus dual households split between divorced 
couples. The Children tells the story of a family already split by divorce and focuses on 
how families and in particular children are impacted. The Custom of the Country takes 
this comparison one step further by combining themes of the traditional household with 
that of a family destroyed by divorce. In these novels, Wharton combines the memories 
of adult characters with the present existence of child characters to create an interesting 
glimpse into how traditional views of the family and the increased occurrence of divorce 




Chapter II: Marriage, Parenting, and Divorce in The Custom of the Country 
 Undine Spragg can be universally acknowledged as a poor excuse for a mother. 
After abandoning Paul to run away to Europe, knowing full well that there was little 
chance of seeing him in the near future, she proceeded to use her son as a bargaining chip 
in her divorce in hopes that an annulment and remarriage to French nobility would 
achieve the financial satisfaction she so desired. The last chapter of The Custom of the 
Country provides a look into the inner feelings of a child who has gone through three 
fathers and several homes in his short life due to the constant remarriages of his mother. 
While the character of Paul is a sympathetic example of how inadequate parenting can 
harm a child, this is not the only example of parenting in this novel. Paul’s parents, Ralph 
Marvell and Undine Spragg, both recall their childhood and parenting early on in the 
novel. Both Marvell and Undine Spragg felt abandoned by their respective parents, who 
failed to understand their personalities, equip them to follow their dreams, and prepare 
them for adult life. Like Paul, they felt their parents did not take the time to understand 
their children and instead simply raised their children based on personal whims. The 
childhoods of these three characters provide examples of inadequate parentings across the 
spectrum: old money versus new, married parents versus divorced, male child versus 
female.   
 When Marvell begins to consider marrying Undine, he reflects on the upbringing 
that led him to the resolve that he would never marry. With an education that most would 
dream of at the time, Marvell still feels unsatisfied with his way of life. Rather, the most 
crucial ideal that his parents instilled in him was the mandate that “he should live like a 
gentleman” (Custom 48). The reality of this was degrees from Harvard and Oxford and 
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having a desk at a respectable law office while he lapsed “into more or less cultivated 
inaction” (Custom 48). Marvell claims that his law profession is of little importance to 
him. Instead, his true passions lay in his pursuit of art and writing:  
Lay about him now: the books jamming his old college bookcases and 
overflowing on chairs and tables; sketches too—he could do charming things, if 
only he had known how to finish them!—and, on the writing-table at his elbow, 
scattered sheets of prose and verse; charming things also, but, like the sketches, 
unfinished. (Custom 48) 
 For him, the most important and interesting part of his life lay scattered around 
his bedroom, neglected as he strove to fulfill the expectations of his parents. While his 
parents believed that they have fulfilled their duty to their child based on how their 
parents raised them, Marvell feels unsatisfied in his current situation. Though his high 
levels of education and current position should be the focus of his life, he is still caught 
up in the childish ideals of the romantic, melancholy artist who is unable to finish 
anything he begins. The poetry and sketches that lie scattered around his room are 
examples of his childhood he has not been able to outgrow. As he did not outgrow these 
childish practices, his current state of boredom leaves him susceptible to falling prey to 
the romantic ideals. These romantic ideals lead to Marvell viewing the entire world as 
superficial and Undine as the rare find that remains apart (though not by choice) from the 
other women of his rich upper-class set of Manhattan.  
When Marvell and Undine become engaged and Mr. Spragg begins to inquire into 
how his daughter will be supported, he is shocked to realize that his soon-to-be son-in-
law has very little to show for himself. When Mr. Dagonet and Mr. Spragg meet to 
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discuss finances and the awkward topic of Marvell’s professional work arises, Mr. 
Spragg questions, “wasn’t he ever taught to work?” (Custom 79). Though Marvell’s 
fascination with poetry and sketches (as well as his inability to see either of these to 
completion) was something that he developed early in his youth, “no equipment could 
more thoroughly have unfitted the modern youth for getting on: it hardly needed the 
scribbled pages on the desk to complete the hopelessness of Ralph Marvell’s case” 
(Custom 48). While there is no mention as to whether Marvell’s parents tried to 
understand their son and his interests, it is clear that no one ever guided him in the 
realities of the world and how he was to turn away from his childish pastimes to find 
other, more adult interests in the world.   
 Like Marvell, Undine Spragg’s childhood also lacks parental guidance. With 
Undine’s strong personality, the Spragg parents lived in constant fear of her next outburst 
or demand. Rather than instruct her on how to engage as an adult, her parents simply 
acted as damage control for her antics, a strategy that grew more and more expensive as 
their daughter aged. And as Undine found herself in one social peril after another, she 
began to resent her parents’ decision to continually save her from her childishness. She 
angrily reflects, “Go steady Undine! Yes, that was the advice she needed. Sometimes, in 
her dark moods, she blamed her parents for not having given it to her. She was so 
young…and they had told her so little!” (Custom 17). She feels that her parents have not 
fulfilled their responsibility in her upbringing. She reflects that her parents could have 
prevented her from making social mistakes, such as running off to get married at a young 
age, if they had better informed her of proper upper class social etiquette. While her 
parents may not understand the manners and social expectations of upper class families, 
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Undine nevertheless believes that it was their duty to be informed so they could better 
raise their daughter in New York.   
Are Undine’s parents’ indeed responsible for her poor judgement and impulsive 
decisions? Undine cites lack of information for her impulsive behavior, but she also 
makes it difficult for her parents to counsel her. While Undine chooses to blame her 
parents for her poor decisions, she constantly discredits any guidance or suggestions they 
offer. When she is first invited to dine with Mrs. Fairford, she is shocked when the note is 
addressed to her mother; “It is writing to mother—Mrs. Abner E. Spragg—I never saw 
anything so funny! ‘Will you allow your daughter to dine with me?’ Allow!” (Custom 7). 
Undine is shocked that anyone would assume her parents served a role beyond providing 
the necessary financial means for her lifestyle. Mrs. Spragg, an invalid of sorts who 
prefers to stay at the hotel while her daughter attends social functions, is rebuffed by 
Undine when she tries to offer what little guidance she can. Nevertheless, the woman’s 
sole aim in life is to please her daughter; “Mrs. Spragg had no ambition for herself—she 
seemed to have transferred her whole personality to her child—but she was passionately 
resolved that Undine should have what she wanted” (Custom 8). This dedication to her 
child, something that Undine would never do for her future son, leaves Mrs. Spragg too 
worried about offending her daughter by providing adequate guidance. The subtheme of 
the spoiled child is predominate in this novel as Undine proves time and again that her 
whims take precedence over her parents’ guidance.   
The Spraggs realized early on that, “Undine never wanted anything long, but she 
wanted it ‘right off.’ And until she got it the house was uninhabitable” (Custom 28). For 
such a strong willed individual, the weaker willed parents were hard pressed to fight back 
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against her demands. Her parents knew that if Undine becomes bored or unsatisfied with 
her current state, there would be no appeasing her without considerable effort and 
financial resources on their part. For Undine, her parents simply serve as the means of 
providing financial comforts, helping her with basic daily tasks—“neither of the ladies 
could bear to have their maid about when they were at their toilet, and Mrs. Spragg had 
always performed these ancillary services for Undine” (Custom 30)—and the first people 
she learns to manipulate to her advantage. So pliable are the Spragg parents in the hands 
of their daughter that when her father does finally order her to do something, she is 
shocked because, “as far as Undine could remember, it was the first time in her life that 
he had ever ordered her to do anything” (Custom 236). However, this moment does not 
occur until she is a grown, divorced woman. Until then, while her mother gives into her 
and her father grows increasingly worried by her demands, Undine continues to jump 
between one whim and another, one husband to another, in her unceasing efforts to gain 
ever higher social standing.   
With this sort of perception of parenting, her transition into the role of mother was 
not a smooth one. When she first learns that she is pregnant, she is heartbroken to realize 
that the expensive dresses she has bought will be long out of style when she is once more 
able to fit into them. Her mode of parenting is quite different from her parents’ after the 
birth of Paul. Her constant need to move from one thing to something more interesting 
continues to dictate Undine’s life even after the arrival of her child. Her son, Paul, settles 
into an existence of being dragged along or left behind as she rushed off from one thing 
to another, though “when she came back it was invariably to rush off somewhere else” 
(Custom 365). While she is out with her friends, her son sits alone on his birthday as he 
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waits for his mother to take him to his grandmother’s for the party. She only recalls that it 
is her son’s birthday after it is too late to fix the mistake and she wretchedly exclaims, 
“Mercy! It’s the boy’s birthday…I knew there was something I’d forgotten” (Custom 
127). Though she will shortly after abandon her husband and child, even while living 
with Paul, Undine is not a present parent. This hands off parenting does even less for a 
child than her parents’ willingness to satisfy her every whim. While her parents spared no 
expense in making sure Undine had everything she could ever want, she views the needs 
of her child as a burden. Even when Paul falls ill, she is confused by Ralph’s willingness 
to do anything for their son and spending, what Undine judged to be, excessive amounts 
of money to ensure that he receives the country air the doctor prescribed. Though she had 
forced her parents to move to New York in her youth (though not for medical reasons), 
Undine is not willing to compromise even her social calendar for her son. It is not until 
Undine is preparing for her final departure to Europe that she suddenly takes to spending 
time with Paul and concerning herself with his wellbeing. Her new found love for her son 
is noticed by even Marvell’s extended family and they are impressed by “her devotion to 
the child and her pretty way of joining in his games” (Custom 167). With her new found 
devotion to her child, however, Undine continues to prepare for Europe, all the while 
knowing that she will not be returning to her life as the wife of Ralph Marvell and mother 
of her son. Her sudden affection for Paul seems nothing more than a way to feel less 
guilty once she embarks on her escape plan from Marvell.  
Once Undine succeeds in her scheme of escaping to Europe and divorcing 
Marvell, she continues to ignore the existence of her son. After she sets up her life in 
Europe, she keeps up a correspondence with her son’s father, but though she always 
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sends her love and a kiss, “she never made a suggestion concerning his [Paul’s] care or 
asked a question about his pursuits” (Custom 192). While she does think of him at times, 
“she could forget him when, as she put it, things were ‘going her way” (Custom 232). 
Once things begin to go awry, Undine recalls Paul long enough to use him as a means of 
securing her own interests. When Raymond de Chelles first begins his advances, she uses 
the excuse of protecting her good name for the sake of her son (though she has no contact 
with Paul) as a reason for not engaging in any meetings outside of respectable locations. 
In reality, however, it is not for her son that Udine is concerned, but rather in ensuring a 
marriage proposal from a member of the French aristocracy. She claims concern for Paul 
once again when trying to extract money from her ex-husband’s family, knowing that 
they will pay nearly any price to keep the boy even though Undine was awarded custody 
during the divorce case.     
However, though Marvell’s family tries desperately to keep him, they are legally 
unable to prevent Undine from requesting he join her and her new husband, and Paul is 
forced to move to Europe. At first Undine is enthralled with her child after the three-year 
separation, but her enthusiasm soon wanes once she realizes the full responsibility of 
caring for a young boy. From sharing her personal quarters with Paul and his nurse, she 
quickly becomes annoyed with her role of motherhood and slips back into her life of self-
interest taking priority over the wellbeing of her son. She complains that her own 
personal responsibilities keep her so busy that she cannot be held responsible for 
instances where “there are days when I never lay eyes on Paul, and barely have time to be 
waved and manicured” (Custom 318). However, this façade of a mother who wishes she 
had the time to be more attentive rings false when in the same sentence she mentions that 
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even on the days she does not see Paul, she still makes time for personal primping. This 
parentings is a far cry from Mrs. Spragg who attended Undine to the point of helping her 
dress each morning! While the Spraggs may have failed to instill in their daughter the 
importance of temperance, patience, and placing others before herself, they still spent 
their lives providing her with anything she could ever wish for. Unfortunately, the result 
of their actions is a woman who is not willing to sacrifice anything for her son and 
constantly prioritizes herself over Paul. While Undine was quick to criticize her parents 
who gave her everything but failed to instill good character, she ignores Paul for the 
majority of his childhood while also failing to instill the characteristics she bemoaned her 
parents for withholding from her.  
What of Marvell’s parenting, however? Once he is abandoned by his wife, 
Marvell is left with the full responsibility of raising Paul. As Undine’s letters finally stop 
all together, Marvell reaches the conclusion that “he and the boy were no longer a part of 
her life” (Custom 194). As his awakening to adulthood was rude and sudden, Marvell is 
ill equipped to handle the responsibilities of supporting and raising a child. When he is 
forced to throw himself into his work while also acting as both parents to Paul, his 
undisciplined body is quickly worn out: “he had begun too late to subject himself to the 
persistent mortification of spirit and flesh which is a condition of the average business 
life” (Custom 195). As his health slowly fades, he struggles to continue providing for his 
son while simultaneously striving to fill the role of both parents. He continues to work in 
the office every day while returning home in the evening to be “called on to decide 
whether Paul was to be put in knickerbockers or trousers, and whether he should go back 
to Washington Square for the winter or hire a small house” (Custom 212). These 
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questions that a mother would be more equipped to answer than a father face him each 
day when he returns from the office, but he is willing to bear them as his son becomes 
one of the focal points of his life. He tries to ensure that Paul visits his grandparents, 
remains healthy, and even begins to create their own traditions of Paul meeting him on 
the landing every time he comes down from his study. He tries to provide his son with a 
somewhat normal life under the pretense that his mother is simply on an extended trip to 
Europe, but will eventually return to them.  
As months turn into years, Marvell willingly cares for his son as the sole parental 
figure. However, even though he continues to care for his son, he too struggles to keep 
his son at the center of his life. He wavers between focusing on his son and his still 
unfinished book. Marvell “felt his son all the while and all through his other feelings; but 
he could not think about him actively and continuously, could not forever exercise his 
eager empty dissatisfied mind on the relatively simple problem of clothing, educating and 
amusing a little boy of six” (Custom 265). He throws himself into both raising Paul and 
writing his book, and he is almost unaware of the time that passes. He obligingly agrees 
to the terms of divorce that Undine’s lawyer sends, keeping in mind his sister’s terrified 
statement: “Of course, for Paul’s sake, there must be no scandal!” (Custom 273). 
Unfortunately, he unknowingly signs away his parental rights to Paul in his effort to 
protect his son from the social punishments that a scandalous and drawn-out divorce 
would produce. When his wife’s sudden request that Paul be sent immediately to her in 
France, Marvell is shaken to the core at the thought that a woman who has not provided a 
single parental contribution in years should be able to demand the custody of her son on 
the merits of a divorce he only signed to spare their child the hardship of a drawn-out and 
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messy divorce. He tells Mr. Spragg, “I wanted, above all, to spare my boy when he grew 
up…all I wanted was to keep Paul, and never let him hear a word against his mother” 
(Custom 276). Even though Marvell may not have always placed Paul as the sole focus of 
his life as Mrs. Spragg choose to do with Undine, he nevertheless constantly sacrificed to 
do what he believed would guarantee the future happiness of his child.   
Like his parents, Marvell strove to do what he thought best for his child, but he 
saw the achievement of happiness for Paul in upholding proper conduct and avoiding 
social stigma. As a child, Marvell’s parents did not concern themselves with educating 
him about the facts of life and the importance of creating a strong work ethic but only 
concerned themselves with teaching him how to live respectably. Similarly, Marvell feels 
unable to impart important, though uncomfortable, facts of life to his son in an effort to 
maintain his son’s spotless reputation. Rather than attempt to challenge Undine’s divorce 
demands and explain to his son the sad situation of his mother’s abandonment, he 
chooses to prioritize the preservation of his son’s social standing over the careful 
considerations of his legal guardianship.  
While both Marvell and Undine had the opportunity to express their opinions 
about their childhood early in the novel, young Paul Marvell is not given a voice until the 
final chapter. For the early part of his life, he shuffles between his grandparents, father, 
and then eventually his mother and her numerous husbands. While he does not 
understand divorce nor his mother’s sudden disappearance for the majority of his early 
years, he senses the confusion and begins to question the inconsistency of his 
surroundings. “How many more do you think there’ll be?” he naively asks his mother 
when she introduces him to his third set of grandparents (Custom 299). When Undine 
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orders him not to ask such impertinent questions, Paul keeps further questions to himself 
while continuing to wonder about the confusing state of his home life. For the majority of 
the novel, Paul’s perspective is not mentioned. In the final chapter, the reader is finally 
allowed to see the world from Paul’s point of view. It is then that “Wharton reminds her 
readers that this is not just a satire of modern American marriage and/or divorce, but that 
there is a serious and tragic consequence: the isolation and emptiness of the children such 
marriages produce” (Freeman 84).  
The final chapter opens on Paul’s arrival home from boarding school. He has 
never seen this new place in which his mother has settled with the newest husband. As he 
wanders around the new place he is to call home, he reflects on the recent occurrences in 
his mother’s, and consequently his, life. Though he enjoys his newest father, he still 
wonders about the faint memory of a man who cared for him in New York and the more 
recent separation from his French papa. Those memories of Marvell have slowly faded, 
and Paul eventually replaced the memories of his biological father with his French papa, 
who he was heartbroken to leave upon his mother’s remarriage. He recalls how his 
relationship with his mother was further tarnished when he read in a newspaper that she 
made false accusations against his French father to secure her third divorce. In some 
ways this fact did not surprise him; “she said things that weren’t true…that was what he 
always feared to find out…she had got up and said before a lot of people things that were 
awfully false about his dear French father” (Custom 367). He tries to shake the horror of 
his findings when his mother finally arrives late, feeling that with Undine there, this new 
place may begin to feel more like home. However, she only awards his affections with a 
quick embrace before brushing him aside to go dress for dinner. As she hurries away, 
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Paul is left with only his newest step-father for company. While Undine will eventually 
get the last word in the novel, the last image the reader sees of Paul is a lonely boy being 
abandoned once more while his mother prepares for her entertaining employment.  
Comparing the experiences of Undine, Marvell, and Paul as children shows very 
different experiences and styles of parenting. While Marvell’s parents failed to instill in 
their son an understanding of the world and left him to his own childishness and 
imaginative fancies, Undine’s parents made their daughter the focal point of their lives 
only to create a self-centered adult who is incapable of thinking for others. Together, 
these two attempt to fulfill their parental responsibilities to their son, but Marvell’s short 
life and Undine’s lack of presence create a toxic situation for Paul. He drifts from one 
home to the next without comment and is forced to sever one father-son bond after 
another with his mother’s frequent divorces. While Undine and Marvell’s parents may 
have failed to instill the best qualities in their children, they nonetheless remained present 
in their children’s lives into adulthood. As parents, these now grown children are not able 
to provide the same presence to their son whether it is due to the distraction of literary 
endeavors or physically abandoning him to pursue personal interest.  
Wharton’s novel is set in a society in which divorce is now a frequent occurrence 
and has become the scapegoat for critics seeking to blame something for the inadequate 
parenting that has become more publically displayed. However, placing the sole blame 
for inadequate parenting on divorce does not align with the themes in this Wharton novel. 
While Undine and Marvell’s parents remained together and mostly present in the lives of 
their children, they failed to provide or instill in their children the necessary character 
qualities. Undine is raised as a selfish child while Marvell is void of work ethic and 
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directionless. Paul, on the other hand, is also offered little guidance by his father and 
almost none by his mother. However, unlike his parents, he does not even have the 
benefit of his parent’s constant presence in his life like Undine and Marvell did. While 
his parents may not have received the necessary guidance as children, they were not 
subjected to feelings of abandonment due to their parents’ separation. Though inadequate 
parenting is present in both generations of children in this novel, regardless of their 
parents’ marital status, the abandonment of Paul that results from Undine’s continual 
divorces brings these questionable child-rearing practices into a more critical light. 
Wharton, while eager to expose the poor parenting techniques of the past and present 
generations, still feels that she needs to highlight the greater issues surrounding the 
children of divorce, namely the abandonment that she felt children were often subjected 
to following the breakup of a marriage.      
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Chapter III: Marriage, Divorce, and Parenting in The Children 
 
While The Custom of the Country was published in 1913, the next Wharton novel 
that featured children as predominate characters did not appear until 1928. Compared to 
The Custom of the Country, Judith and the Wheater children as the main characters in The 
Children. While Paul was not able to express his experiences until the final chapter, the 
Wheater children are the predominate characters for the majority of the novel and have 
ample opportunities to voice their opinions. These children, abandoned by their parents, 
are dramatic witnesses to the havoc that divorce can create within a family. The 
reflections of Martin Boyne, the children’s unlikely advocate, coupled with reminisces of 
the Wheater parents’ childhoods provides a much different picture of childhood than the 
everyday realities of the seven young Wheaters. However, Boyne’s continual shock and 
outrage over the parents’ lack of concern for their children presents readers with a strong 
critic of the impact of divorce on children. The added weight of divorce exacerbates the 
already poor parenting practices that, though perhaps not detrimental to Boyne’s 
childhood, prove to be an ongoing struggle for the seven young Wheater children. While 
the adult characters recall their own parents’ shortcomings, the theme throughout the 
novel is that children who do not have to worry about their parents’ marital stability have 
a better childhood than children who are subjected to constant changes in their parents’ 
relationships.   
 When he first meets the children, Boyne is unsure what to make of this ragtag 
group who seem entirely without adult supervision, except for the efforts of the dedicated 
Nanny. As these children run wild through the ship and Italian countryside, Boyne 
compares this bohemian existence to his own childhood. He is struck by how little the 
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Wheater children are concerned with their apparent abandonment of their parents. While 
this seems normal to the Wheaters, “To the ordinary child, Boyne’s memories told him, 
separation means something too vague to fret about beforehand, and too pleasantly 
tempered, when it comes, the excitement of novelty, and the joy of release from routine, 
to be anything but a jolly adventure” (Children 770). In his childhood, separation from 
his parents was not something of which he lived in constant fear. Separation meant 
nothing more than a break from routine without a possibility of anything and, “that it 
should imply a lasting separation from the warm cluster of people, pets and things called 
home, would have been no more thinkable to the infant Boyne than permanence was to 
the infant Wheaters” (Children 771). During his childhood, separation from his parents 
meant a vacation from his regular life, something that he enjoyed and looked back on 
with fondness. While Boyne had the security offered by his parents’ intact marriage to 
guarantee him a home, the Wheater children are forever at the whim of their parents’ 
latest marriages or divorces. The childhood of the Wheater children seems completely 
foreign to anyone who did not experience the intrusion of divorce.  
When Boyne initially began grappling with these irreconcilable childhood 
differences, he asks Nanny; “Don’t the Wheaters care in the least about their children?” 
(Children 808). While the Wheater parents’ public displays of affection when they 
chance to see their children appear genuine, there is no long-term attention to the 
children’s wellbeing. In the short-term, the parents appear to care for their children, 
expressing concern for their physical welfare and ensuring that they are properly looked 
after. When Terry is insistent upon receiving a proper education, Joyce Wheater believes 
one must be found immediately and tells Boyne, “I am determined that Terry shall have 
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all the opportunities I haven’t had” (Children 777). This statement provides a small 
window into Mrs. Wheater’s childhood and her regret that her education was not 
prioritized as a child. While Boyne is initially comforted by this apparent interest in 
Terry, he quickly realizes that Mrs. Wheater’s real concern is guaranteeing that her latest 
romantic fling, the tutor, is able to accompany the family in their travels. Once Boyne 
becomes aware of her ulterior motives, Mrs. Wheater still insists, “I’ve said a hundred 
times that all I care for is what’s best for the children” (Children 855).  
Cliffe Wheater echoes his wife’s sentiments, concerned that Boyne thinks they do 
not love their children. Though he is uncomfortable with conversations involving the 
day-to-day realities of raising of his children, Mr. Wheater is constantly trying to reassure 
himself and others that the children are being properly taken care of. He is reluctant to 
reach any conclusions regarding the children and simply ignores his responsibilities, 
making statements like, “The children are all right where they are for the present—we all 
know that. And if you stayed on for a day or two we could go into the whole thing 
quietly…” (Children 858). Mr. Wheater’s inability to assume responsibility for his 
children aligns with his constant reliance on the past and his youthful accomplishments. 
When Boyne first joins Mr. and Mrs. Wheater with the intention of discussing the 
children’s current state, Mr. Wheater is constantly trying to redirect the conversation to 
their college days. While Boyne tries to move past this and focus on their adult lives, Mr. 
Wheater is too trapped in the past glories of his youth to recognize the current state of 
dysfunction in both his marriage and the upbringing of his children. Rather than address 
these issues, he tries to push them off for another day, assuring Boyne and the other 
parents that there is will be plenty of time to discuss the upbringing of the children in the 
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future. Unfortunately, these future conversations he promises to have never occur. With 
their constant need for entertainment and being abreast of the newest social craze, the 
Wheater parents are only able to offer their children shallow and short-term affection as 
long-term care would require them to abandon their constant pursuit of amusement.   
This inability of the Wheater parents to sacrifice their own pleasure in order to 
care for their children is not simply the result of their numerous divorces. Nanny reveals 
that even in their first marriage, the Wheater parents have always failed to provide 
adequate parenting. She tells Boyne, “They certainly seem very fond of children, 
whenever they’re with them. But it’s one thing to be fond of children, and another to 
know how to look after them. My impression is that they realized their incapacity long 
ago, and that’s why they dumped the whole problem on Judy” (Children 808). For the 
Wheater parents, the responsibilities of child rearing seem both daunting and 
inconvenient to their own self interests. While numerous divorces have made it more 
difficult for them to remain present in their children’s lives, the poor parenting practices 
have always been present. As Boyne is sucked into this world of the Wheaters’ broken 
marriages and the children’s struggle to remain together, he slowly comes to realize the 
reality of the situation. He sees the many ill consequences that the Wheater children face 
due to a lack of attention from their parents have only increased with each passing 
divorce. When his fiancé questions how these parents are unable to take responsibility for 
their children, Boyne responds:  
Either they forget they’ve quarreled, or some social necessity—usually a party 
that none of them can bear to miss—forces them together, and makes it easier to 
bury their differences. But generally it’s a simple case of forgetting. Their 
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memories are as short as a savage’s, and the feuds that savages remember have 
dropped out. They recall only the other primitive needs—food, finery, dancing. I 
suppose we are relapsing into a kind of savagery. (Children 863)  
The lack of attention for the children is not due to malicious contempt on the part 
of the parents—it is simply a careless side effect of these two individuals’ inadequate 
preparation for parenthood. Boyne realizes that though these adults are unable to be 
adequate parents, they do have moments where they appear to genuinely care for their 
children. When questioned by another parent hoping to gain custody of some of the 
children, why he continues to support the rights of Mr. and Mrs. Wheater, Boyne replies, 
“I can assure you that since I’ve known them they’ve always been in an atmosphere of 
the greatest kindness and affection; and I inclined to think that’s the most important thing 
of all” (Children 940). However, is affection a sufficient bar by which to measure 
adequate parenting? While Boyne may defend his efforts to preserve the Wheater’s 
parental rights on the basis that with the proper guidance their affections will develop into 
adequate parenting, he nonetheless simultaneously expresses frustration that the parents 
have not already recognized the shortcomings of their children’s state of life.    
Even as Boyne is confused about how parents could abandon their children in 
order to pursue their own amusements, he remains optimistic that they will one day by 
motivated to assume their responsibilities out of love for their children. In the midst of 
the final custody struggle, he tells Judith, “What I’m gambling on is that he and your 
mother will get so homesick for you children that they’ll patch things up on your 
account” (Children 870). Ever the optimist, Boyne cannot imagine a world in which 
parents would not eventually realize the importance of placing the needs of their own 
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children before their own and resolve to assume their parental responsibilities. Though he 
knows Mr. and Mrs. Wheater struggle with their responsibilities as parents, he hopes that 
they will find some way to resolve their differences enough to provide these children with 
a home. He asks Mr. Wheater if the couple cannot somehow, “agree to bury your 
differences, and arrange your lives so that you can keep the children together, and give 
them something that looks like a home” (Children 845). Unfortunately, Boyne’s 
optimistic hopes for the reunion of the Wheater parents with their children and the 
preservation of the family prove fruitless. At the end of the novel, Mr. and Mrs. Wheater 
prove once again that they do not understand how to properly be parents, and the children 
are scattered among their respective parents. The multiple divorces and constant custody 
struggles show the unfortunate reality that these adults do not know how to properly act 
as parents or are too selfish to do so, and that as a result of this, the children pay the 
ultimate price of separation from each other.      
 While Boyne perceives the many shortcomings in the Wheater children’s lifestyle 
even before the final custody battle, the Wheater children appear relatively happy with 
their bohemian existence when they first meet him on the cruise ship. Except for the 
threat of separation from each other, the children are content to live under the guidance of 
Judith and Nanny. As Judith wisely notes, “If children don’t look after each other, who’s 
going to do it for them? You can’t expect parents to, when they don’t know how to look 
after themselves” (Children 830). In their unorthodox way, these children appear 
relatively happy to roam without parental supervision. Though they always seem to enjoy 
the limited time they are able to spend with various parental figures, they still push back 
on any suggestion that they should be separated in order to facilitate a permanent 
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reunification with their parents. The children share an uncommon bond that the past 
instability has failed to shake.     
However, while the children are happy with their bohemian lifestyle, the lack of 
parental involvement is not without its own set of problems. Many of the children 
struggle with the worry that with such extended periods between visits, their parents will 
simply forget about them all together. While they enjoy being able to roam together 
unsupervised, the children still hint at their feelings of abandonment, which have only 
resulted in them forming an even stronger sibling bond. When the new wife of Prince 
Buondelmonte attempts to reclaim Bun and Beechy, she tells Boyne and Judith, “But you 
seem to have forgotten that they have parents…,” to which Judith bluntly replies, “No. 
It’s the parents who’ve forgotten” (Children 947). It is ever present throughout the novel 
that the only thing better than the children being able to reunite with their respective 
parents would be for them to stay with their other siblings. When fighting off yet another 
parent’s attempt to separate the children in order to reunite them with one of their parents, 
Judith challenges this suddenly penitent parent for the reasons behind this sudden change 
of heart: 
Because you’ve just married Prince Buondelmonte, and probably think he ought 
to have remembered to look after Bun and Beechy? Well, I think so too. Only he 
didn’t, you see; not when they were little, and had to be wiped and changed and 
fed, and walked up and down when they were cutting their teeth. And now that 
they’re big enough to cut up their own food and be good company, I suppose you 
and he think it would be fun to come and carry them off, the way you’d pick out a 
pair of Pekes at a dog-show…only you forget that in the meantime they’ve grown 
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to love us and not you, and that they’re devoted to all the other children, and that 
it would half kill them to be separated from each other. (Children 947) 
 While the parents have been missing from their children’s lives, the Wheater 
brood have formed an inseparable bond. Though they will always be aware of this crucial 
missing piece of their parents, the children no longer want to spend their time wishing 
fruitlessly for a parental reunification that will never result in wholehearted happiness. 
However, this band of children is ultimately subject to the whims of their parents, and by 
the end of the novel, the children are forced to go their separate ways. Without regard for 
the bonds that these children have formed while the parents have been away, the seven 
Wheater siblings are divided up between their legal guardians. Per the custody 
agreement, Mr. Wheater sends Terry to a Swiss school and Blanca to a French convent. 
The new Princess wins her case and Bun and Beechy return to their biological father in 
Rome. Judith and Zinnie remain with Mrs. Wheater and her new husband. Poor 
Chipstone passes away from meningitis before the children are split up so he at least 
never has to experience life without his six siblings.  
 While the Wheaters fail to fulfill their role as parents, this is not necessarily the 
result of their continuous divorces. From the various comments by Nanny, it is clear that 
Mr. and Mrs. Wheater realized early on in their initial marriage that they were unprepared 
for parenting and the responsibility of caring for their children. Instead of rising to the 
occasion, they simply passed the responsibility off to hired assistants and eventually their 
oldest daughter. However, while this is problematic enough, the issue was only 
exacerbated when they began to divorce and remarry in rapid succession as the children 
then became embroiled in a custody battle on top of the already lack of parenting. 
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Though the Wheater parents are always affectionate parents during the infrequent times 
they have together, this is not always sufficient. The seven children, left on their own, fill 
the void left by their parents’ abandonment by forming a close bond with their other 
siblings. While fights and disagreements are not uncommon among the brood, the 
overarching theme throughout the novel concerns their efforts to remain together 
regardless of the consequences. This Wharton novel ends similarly to The Custom of the 
Country; the children are subjected to the whims of their parents and forced to go their 





 During Wharton’s professional life, divorce was becoming more and more 
common in American society, especially in wealthier classes that could more easily 
afford the expenses associated with this legal proceeding. As this new phenomenon grew 
in popularity, supporters of traditional marriage became increasingly critical of divorce 
and more defensive of marriage. As presented through popular ladies’ magazines, writers 
took advantage of these publications to criticize those who were seeking divorce in all 
cases, but most especially if the marriages involved children. It was not uncommon for 
these articles filled with criticisms of divorce to be paired with images of young forlorn 
children. In this way, publications like Ladies Home Journal, Good Housekeeping, and 
Godey’s Ladies’ Book presented their public support for traditional marriage and the 
preservation of a cohesive home life.  
 Divorced herself with no children, Wharton does not appear to fit the mold of 
those championing the defense of traditional marriage and fighting against the breakdown 
of the nuclear family. While divorce is a central theme throughout the majority of her 
writings, children rarely have a voice. The few children characters she includes in her 
novels seem to present a negative view of divorce and often bear the brunt of their 
parents’ broken marriages. However, a closer reading of these divorce novels that contain 
child characters yields an interesting result. Wharton strives to balance the parental 
shortcomings of the newest generation, with special consideration given to parenting after 
divorce, with the parenting of the past generation. She utilized adult recollections of 
childhood as an important aspect of her writings about parenting. For Wharton and her 
contemporaries, “the sheer importance they accorded to memory and to childhood 
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memories in particular is remarkable. They treat and present their childhood memories as 
if they were important find” (Martens 2). For Wharton, memories are her way of allowing 
her characters to speak to parenting in both the past and current generations’ childhoods, 
including those raised by marriage parents and those raised by divorced parents.  
 By creating novels that include the childhoods of two generations, one in which 
divorce was uncommon and the second in which it is becoming increasingly common, 
Wharton provides interesting insight into the parenting practices of two generations. 
While divorce presents an additional layer of child abandonment that was often not 
present in the previous generation, she nonetheless highlights the issues of her 
generation’s inadequate parenting. Undine Spragg was an obstinate child whose parents 
refused to discipline her or curb her constant need for immediate satisfaction. Ralph 
Marvell was allowed to remain in his childish world of fantasy without regard for 
responsibility for so long that he never learned the importance of a strong work ethic 
before he was suddenly expected to support his family. Joyce Wheater was not provided 
educational opportunities due predominately to her gender, while Cliffe Wheater is 
allowed to spend most of his adolescence running wild and accomplishing great physical 
feats that he constantly returns to when his later adult years. All four of these individuals 
were grossly unprepared for their roles as parents. The result is that when these children 
grow up to marry and become parents, they too fail to provide adequate guidance to their 
children. Only this time, divorce allows them to escape the marriages that they felt no 
longer suited them. Undine Spragg, Ralph Marvell, and the Wheater parents, though 
ranging in attentiveness and parental abilities, all fail to provide guidance and care 
necessary for young children. And as the children grow, they become more aware of how 
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poorly their parents have cared for them. However, these children do not even have the 
comfort expressed by Martin Boyne, when recalling his childhood, of at least having their 
parents’ constant presence and affection. Rather, the inadequate care provided by their 
parents is coupled with feelings of abandonment as their divorced parents continually 
seek their own amusements.  
  A simplistic reading of these novels would state that Wharton believed divorce 
results in inadequate parenting and the abandonment of children. However, Wharton uses 
the combination of child characters and memories of adult characters to present a variety 
of childhoods, exposing shortcomings of parenting over two generations. Though many 
contemporary writers were willing to expose the parenting issues they attributed to the 
divorce, few were willing to write about the generations of poor parenting that have led to 
the current state of child-rearing. Wharton shifts the blame from divorce to the inadequate 
parenting of the previous generation who are now the parents of the current generation. 
By shifting the blame from divorce to parenting, Wharton is able to discuss issues around 
child-rearing from her generation’s childhood as well as the current generation of 
children. While she strives to present examples of poor parenting regardless of marital 
status, she does however give special consideration to the newest aspect of modern 
American marriage: divorce.  She does not give a solution for the poor parenting 
practices of the current or previous generation, but rather simply presents her characters’ 
childhoods and allows her readers to come to their own conclusions for how such issues 
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